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SYNOPSIS

A car accident in the cold winter night leads two strangers, Joanne (Sonja Smits) and Chris (Jonas Bonnetta), to share 
a road trip the next day.  As a snow storm rolls across their route, memories of the past year float through their 
minds. Processing the loss of his mother, Chris also faces failing eyesight that could jeopardize his career as a 
filmmaker.  And after losing her husband John (Colin Mochrie) near their cabin, Joanne must come to terms with the 
rituals of remote rural life without him.  As their journey together unfolds, their drifting memories reveal parallel 
experiences, helping each of them shift the focus of their destination.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES: ARTISTIC INSPIRATION

Drifting Snow was inspired by my retreat to a more rural lifestyle, when, after a decade living in Toronto, I 
moved to a small old farmhouse in Prince Edward County, Ontario.  At the time I thought I was just escaping the hustle 
of the city for more nature and cheaper rent, but after growing up in flat south-western Ontario, this new hilly 
limestone space became a constant curiosity. I soon found a real home in this place, through a random community of 
artists, eccentrics, and farmers. Along with my wife Tess, we spent our first few years deep in renovations and exploring 
the shorelines, trying to maintain a link to film careers based in Toronto. In my seven years here, I’ve learned to keep 
bees and chickens, directed and edited films from our barn studio, and have consistently been filming details of the 
landscape. I was compelled to return to subjects like barns on their last legs, shorelines of ice and water converging, and 
the Glenora ferry and lakeside Loyalist Highway.  All those experiences were knitted into the fabric of Drifting Snow.

Visually, I also remember seeing “401 Toward London No. 1,” by Ontario painter Jack Chambers, while living in 
Toronto, and recognizing myself in its floating depiction of the 401 highway from an overpass. As my time on the road 
grew, travelling between cities for work, my mind drifted to a film featuring characters in cars, a space that is moving 
through the landscape. Car conversations sometimes flow like the highway, with thoughts suspended between 
destinations, and are usually more intimate than other locations. The environment outside the window of these drives 
was a priority for me to frame, as was the presence of wildlife, echoing early PEC painter Manly Macdonald’s works.



NARRATIVE & THEMES

Alice Munro’s short stories and Kelly Reichardt’s films (Old Joy, Certain Women) are my narrative inspiration for their 
depictions of rural and small town stories, with a focus on outsiders, and the open secrets a landscape often holds. I 
wanted to create a story that primarily took place along both the 401 Expressway, a common throughway for much of 
the province, but also the old lakeside highways and small towns. Travelling along roads like this, particularly in the 
depths of a blowing winter storm, are some of my most vivid life memories. I also wanted to reflect contemporary 
Prince Edward County, a booming rural area that I call home, to explore how the landscape attaches itself to the lives 
of people, and how they have to learn to embrace its character if they want to make a real home.

Conversations in transit were important to me because so much of life in the country takes place travelling to and 
from places. I also wanted to film key spaces where I live and travel through regularly - landscapes that I would paint 
portraits of if I was a painter. Winter has always been my favourite season, and living in PEC, I’ve noticed that there’s a 
beautiful fragility in the depths of cold in a rural winter. Snow-covered fields and lakes feel like a huge white blanket, 
but are also a bounce-board that give the light a diffused glow at dusk and dawn. From whiteout conditions to slippery 
roads and wind howling through old windows, or creaking trees on a ski trail, winter is my favourite subject to film.

STORY STRUCTURE

There’s a common yellow road sign along the highway and rural roads in Ontario, cautioning “Winter Hazards; Drifting 
Snow; Reduced Visibility.” This film is a collection of three short stories inspired by this sign:  Winter Hazards is 
Joanne’s loss of her husband in the landscape; Drifting Snow is Joanne and Chris’ unexpected journey together; and 
Reduced Visibility reflects Chris’ complications for a clear vision of a personal and professional future. 

While it spends a lot of time on the road, Drifting Snow is not a traditional road movie. Through the visual style and 
also a narrative structure that moves from the present to the past, I wanted to explore how information and stories 
are revealed and related to an audience. I’m trying to experiment with the plot/narrative aspect of my filmmaking from 
a more impressionistic and visual perspective. I’m inspired in this non-linear approach by Atom Egoyan’s structure of 
The Sweet Hereafter, some of the magic realism in Reygadas’ Silent Light, and also Pablo Larain’s Jackie. All these films 
frame both documentary and stylized fragments of the lives of the key characters.



CHARACTERS

While writing Drifting Snow, I gravitated toward characters who could be reflections of each other, placing them in 
situations that directly challenged their perception of their past or future paths. While Joanne is trying to move on 
from the loss of her long timer partner, she needs to overcome his absence by, ultimately, re-visiting the last place she 
saw him. Chris faces the challenge of coming to terms with a lost relationship with his mother, an on-the-rocks 
relationship with his urban, travelling girlfriend, and the degradation of his eye, a foundation for his career both 
functionally and artistically.  Like the snow, they can’t plan where they fall, or even the direction they take to get there.

As a documentary filmmaker and editor, I enjoy fiction films that mix professional and non-professional performers 
within a narrative,  achieving a verite realism, but not without splashes of magical realism.  As with the docu-drama The 
Company of Strangers, or in Reichardt’s Old Joy and Certain Women, I also wanted the landscape to instigate character’s 
actions, histories, and conversations. I worked with both Jonas and Sonja on their stories as characters attached to the 
landscape, and we tried to bring out some of their unique personal histories to the characters and story.

Jonas moved out of Toronto to eastern Ontario around the same time as me, and we shared similar paths of breathing 
new life into an old property. We soon found one another through mutual music and arts interests, and as a fan of his 
band Evening Hymns, I also learned about the death of his father, and the effect it had on his relationships with his 
family members, including his sister Rachel. In 2015 we began working on the story of his character, and around the 
same time I was diagnosed with Fuch’s Dystrophy, a corneal eye condition. As the treatment for the film evolved, Jonas 
convinced me to add this detail into his character as well.  We both also thought Rachel would be a great fit to play his 
sister in the film, and their shared history with their father definitely energized their conversations.

I met Sonja in the summer of 2018 in PEC, handing her a 30 page treatment for the film, with a female role inspired by 
the senior environmentalists I met at anti-turbine rallies and bird banding events. These women were inspiring to me 
for their dedication to protecting animals and the land, and I felt I had never seen someone of that age and ilk reflected 
in cinema. The general arc of Sonja’s story was inspired by Juliette Binoche’s character in Francois Ozon’s Sous le Sable. 
While Binoche’s husband disappears at sea in that film, the first time Tess and I cross-country skied in the Gatineaus, 
we saw someone emergency evacuated, and it now always crosses my mind when we separate while skiing. Sonja dove 
headlong into her character, helping me shape details tremendously. She was also remarkably open to improvising and 
working in the cold. Sonja helped bring key cast like Colin Mochrie, Linda Goranson, and Patricia Phillips on board too.

PERFORMERS



SONJA SMITS began her career with nominations for Best Supporting Actress (Genie 
Award) for David Cronenberg's Videodrome, and a Best Actress nomination for That's My 
Baby. Now in the 5th decade of her career, her work on stage, screen and television, 
including the lead on three series (Traders, Street Legal), have brought many honours, 
including a Gemini and Crystal Awards, and the Actra Award of Excellence. Sonja currently 
calls Prince Edward County home, where she is a partner in Closson Chase Winery.

JONAS BONNETTA is a composer, producer, and potter, who lives in Eastern 
Ontario, where he runs a creative retreat/recording studio. Drifting Snow is his first 
acting role. Bonnetta’s most recent music release is an instrumental song cycle written for 
Fogo Island (All This Here), while 2019 will see the release of new music for his band 
Evening Hymns (Heavy Nights), and an ambient record written in Big Sur, California with 
acclaimed violinist Edwin Huizinga.

COLIN MOCHRIE is a Scottish-born Canadian actor and improvisational comedian, 
most famous for his appearances on the British and US versions of television improv 
show Whose Line Is It Anyway? Mochrie has been nominated for five Canadian Comedy 
Awards  and has won two. He has also won a Gemini Award  and a Writers Guild of 
Canada award for work on This Hour Has 22 Minutes.

JESSICA SALGUEIRO is an actor, singer, playwright and performance artist based in 
Toronto. Her recent feature film credits include Mouthpiece (Dir. Patricia Rozema), which 
premiered at TIFF  in 2018, where she was also a TIFF Rising Star.   Recent TV credits 
include recurring roles on Workin' Moms (CBC/Netflix),  Mary Kills People (Hulu), 
Letterkenny (Crave/Hulu), The Strain (FX) and upcoming major roles in Amazon’s Series 
The Boys and The Expanse. She’s the founder of www.bitchesbewitches.com

RACHEL BONNETTA is an actress, sketch comedian and television personality. 
Bonnetta started her career at YTV in Toronto, has hosted major international sporting 
events, including the recent World Cup in Russia, and currently hosts "Lock It In,” a daily 
television show on Fox Sports. She also performs in a sketch comedy troupe called TMI. 
Bonnetta grew up in Orono, Ontario and now resides in Los Angeles.  

SUPPORTING CAST 

LINDA              CHRIS             AMISH             DAIVA              JAMES

GORANSON       LOCKE             PATEL       ZALNIERUNAS   HARTNETT

CAST
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My goal in cinema is to try to find a way to make the landscape of the 
film a primary character in the lives of the story’s characters, creating a 
new kind of visual language to represent the idea of a traditional 
cinematic ‘story’ or narrative. Cinematically, in addition to the 
ephemerality of Reichardt’s work, I’m also influenced by the realist 
tableau frames and deadpan humour of Stephane Lafleur (Continental; Tu 
dors Nicole). Atom Egoyan’s non-linear story structures (such as The Sweet 
Hereafter) and Francois Ozon’s Sous le Sable, were key touchstone for the 
story. Nuri-Bilge Ceylan’s film Distant was a reference for the 
photographer/filmmaker looking for inspiration, as well as its wintery 
portrayal of rural life. The flowing dialogue and unabashed realism of the 
HBO series High Maintenance are also a big inspiration. 

Working with director of photography Tess Girard, who has shot my last 
three films, and is a master landscape photographer, Drifting Snow offered 
both of us the opportunity to push our hybrid documentary form even 
further. Tess is incredibly skilled at finding the extraordinary in the 
ordinary, of allowing herself to be a magnet drawn to the whims of the 
particular light of a moment. DS gave us just enough budget that we had 
time to craft visual motifs and atmosphere over a feature length canvas.

Tess and I both love natural lighting, and this often means waiting for the 
‘right light’ to get the shot we really want, and not compromising on 
those conditions. Shafts and flares of light are a strategic element of the 
film's visual design, and in particular the way light is reflected off of snow, 
- as seen in street lights, moonlit fields, and car headlights cutting through 
falling snow and dark forests. We used vintage Lomo Illumina cinema 
lenses to achieve a unique feel. The film has the consistent blue tone of 
winter, but is equal parts white, from the snow, sky, and unique seasonal 
light, but also the crisp black of roads and silhouetted tree branches. 

DS also employs unique car mounts for the driving scenes, and aerial 
photography that places the characters within a landscape. I also 
experimented with an aerial perspective in which drones were used both 
as an impressionistic transition device, but also to connect one subject to 
another by embedding characters within the landscape. 

We were inspired in our landscape photography by local painter Manly 
MacDonald (1889-1971), whose work documenting the rural landscape 
remains an inspiration. Manly’s work can be seen in books that Jonas’ 
character finds throughout the film, while PEC based painter Stewart 
Jones, a local landscape painter, created an original painting of a winter 
field and barn for use in the art party scene in the film.

VISUAL DESIGN



KEY CREATIVE

WRITER/DIRECTOR RYAN NOTH is a filmmaker and editor working in hybrid fiction/documentary 
landscape portraits. His recent short film collaboration with partner Tess Girard, The Road To Webequie, 
premiered at TIFF in 2016 and was nominated for a Canadian Screen Award for best short documentary.  
Beyond The Horizon (2015) and A Tomb With A View (2014) also premiered at TIFF, and Tomb has gone on to over 
20 international festival screenings. Ryan’s filmmaking career also includes premieres at SXSW (Jandek, 2006) 
and Rotterdam (Gros Morne, 2009), and co-direction of the improvised feature fiction film No Heart Feelings 
(2010, Buenos Aires premiere). NHF was also released theatrically in Canada through KinoSmith, and acquired 
by Super Channel. Rick Groen of the Globe and Mail called the talky portrait of small-town-downtown 
Toronto a 'quiet triumph.’ In 2017 Ryan participated in TIFF’s Talent Lab program for emerging filmmakers. In 
Winter of 2019, he completed production on his debut feature film Drifting Snow, supported by the Canada 
Council for the Arts and Uncle & Ante arts incubator.

Ryan's editing work parallels his filmmaking career, and includes Tess Girard’s NFB feature documentary As The 
Crow Flies (2017, NFB; CBC Doc Channel), as well as Hugh Gibson's The Stairs (TIFF, Mar del Plata, RIDM, 
2016), which won the Rogers Toronto Film Critics' $100 000 prize as best Canadian feature film of 2016. 
Additional feature work includes A Place Called Los Pereyra (2009, IDFA, BAFICI), and A Simple Rhythm (2011, 
Hot Docs, VIFF). Partnered with Tess Girard under Fifth Town Films, Ryan co-directed a 2016 Heritage Minute 
on Kenojuak Ashevak, and has produced and edited three additional Minutes.

FIFTH TOWN FILMS
PRODUCERS RYAN NOTH & TESS GIRARD are focused on 
reflecting the stories of landscapes through hybrid combinations of 
documentary and fiction. Under the banner of Fifth Town Films and based in 
Prince Edward County, Ontario, since 2012, together they have been 
responsible for five short films in the past five years, and are nearing post-
production on Tess’ latest feature, as well as Ryan’s debut feature Drifting 
Snow. All of Fifth Town Films short films have received film festival premieres 
and worldwide distribution, and their combined producing experience for 
local and national non-profit clients, including the Heritage Minutes series, has 
given them the ability to work at both low and high budget production levels. 
Designed as a place for both Ryan and Tess to share their creative abilities, the 
company has established a 4K workflow and edit suite facilities for post-
production in their circa 1859 barn studio in Cherry Valley.



KEY CREATIVE (CONTINUED)

DIRECTOR of PHOTOGRAPHY TESS GIRARD is an award-winning cinematographer who 
specializes in works that capture the intimacy of both people and the vast, natural landscapes, while highlighting 
the simple beauty of the everyday. Girard, also a filmmaker, provides a unique perspective of the camera, 
working with small crews and mostly natural light to reveal subtle details, and engage with an audience on a 
highly personal level. Often collaborating in documentary and hybrid forms, her cinematography works have 
premiered at TIFF and Hot Docs, been included in Canada’s Top Ten, and aired on CBC. Recent projects include 
Gail Maurice’s Rosie, and Adrienne Amato’s Mbira Talks, which shot in rural Zimbabwe.

MUSIC COMPOSER JONAS BONNETTA is a multi-instrumentalist composer and producer who 
releases ambient music under his own name, and alternative folk under the moniker Evening Hymns. Bonnetta’s 
most recent release is an instrumental song cycle written for Fogo Island called "All This Here” and he is 
currently working on two new records, one for his band Evening Hymns and another ambient record written 
and arranged in Big Sur, California.  A noted field recordist and producer, Bonnetta has recorded artists such as 
Leanne Betasamosake Simpson and Jim Bryson, and recorded sound on Drifting Snow too.

EDITOR + POST PRODUCTION CO-ORDINATOR ANDRES LANDAU, an Argentina-native, is 
an editor who most recently completed work on two award-winning feature documentaries: Hugh Gibson’s 
The Stairs (co-edited with Ryan Noth; winner of the TFCA’s Rogers’ Prize for Best Canadian film of 2016), and 
Charles Officer’s Unarmed Verses (winner of Hot Docs’ Best Canadian Feature Film Prize 2017, produced by 
The National Film Board of Canada). Selected additional credits include The Road to Webequie, A Tomb With 
A View, I Met the Walrus, Similik, The Dreaming, and Rites of Passage.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER PAUL AUCOIN has collaborated with Ryan and Tess on all of their projects, 
often composing and recording vibraphone based music that subtlety scores their soundtracks. He has written 
and produced scores for all four Heritage Minutes the company produced. Paul’s work in the accounting field, 
for which he operates Aucoin Enterprises, assists artists in the tracking and reporting of their project and 
personal finances. Paul has been Fifth Town Film’s financial officer since its inception in 2012.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER DAVIDA ARONOVITCH is the founder of Uncle and Ante micro-funder, 
an initiative to help artists release dramatic leaps in their career works. Davida is also a writer and producer, 
who has been involved in the production of numerous broadcast and online projects.

CO-PRODUCER CHRISTINA CARVALHO is an emerging documentary producer who 
most recently co-produced and field produced the CBC web series Farm Crime and In The Making, as 
well as a number of television episodes and short films.


